
SHARE YOUR MESSAGE WITH THE WORLD’S ECONOMIC ELITE

For decades the World Economic Forum has 
been bringing together the world’s business elite 
alongside politicians, academics, NGOs and other 
leaders of society to shape global, national and 
industry agendas at its invite-only annual meeting 
in the Swiss mountain resort of Davos. Each year 
they are followed there by as many as 500 senior 
journalists from around the world.

There are very few occasions where the global business, political and 
intellectual elites come together, with the express purpose of shaping our 
future. Gaining access to such a concentration of figures pivotal to our 
business and financial landscape and the world’s media at the same time 
is a rare opportunity, but one which European CEO can offer. 

For the duration of the Forum’s Annual General Meeting in January 
2016, European CEO will have a dedicated delivery network set up 
providing extensive coverage all across the region and the magazine 
will be one of a few select titles to make it in to the event itself.  Our team 
will be on site at all times promoting the magazine while our journalists 
cover the key stories as they unfold. Working with us in the Winter  2015 
issue will put your message into the hands of the most powerful and 
influential people in the world.

›   Our distribution team has close, long-term 
relationships with the hotel industry in Davos and 
the surrounding areas

›  The magazine will be placed in Davos, Klosters and 
Arosa in more than 70 hotels to be displayed to the 
delegates

›  Fresh copies of the magazine will be placed on each 
day of the event

›  The press centre will play host to around 500 senior 
international journalists, working across all media. 
This is where the messages of the meeting will first 
be communicated.

›   European CEO will be in the select group of publica-
tions available to the journalists

›  Fresh copies of the magazine will be placed on each 
day of the event

›  Our distribution team has obtained coveted access 
to the congress centre itself, providing access to 
the magazine to the political and financial opinion 
leaders themselves

›  European CEO will be one of a very few titles inside 
the event

›  Fresh copies of the magazine will be placed on each 
day of the event

›  The magazine will be available to visitors from the 
time they arrive in Basel, Zurich or Geneva

›  In first and business class lounges
›  On board Air Berlin aircraft
›  In private jet lounges, used by heads of states and 

other VIPs
›  In limousine and taxi services in Davos and 

surrounding areas, including Klosters
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